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REPOWERING FOR PERFORMANCE, PARTNERSHIP 
AND PROFIT

A RENTAL YARD SUCCESS STORY

Willie Strange isn’t a physically imposing individual. But she 
knows about toughness. As co-owner of Eagle Rentals, Inc. in 
Seguin, Texas, Strange hands over equipment to landscapers, 
electricians, builders and other construction professionals.                         
These folks can be hard on equipment and will rent only the most 
durable, dependable, well-crafted options – equipment that will 
deliver on the jobsite, time and time again. In other words, they 
demand toughness. 

Recently, Strange was looking to repower some of her 
professional-grade equipment. She needed to find durable, reliable-
starting engines that would deliver a positive experience for her 
customers. But she also wanted to establish a closer relationship 
with an engine manufacturer dedicated to serving the unique needs 
of rental yards just like hers. 

Like any educated consumer, Strange asked for recommendations 
from her colleagues. She also attended a rental industry 
trade show and spoke directly with a variety of leading engine 
manufacturers. Based on recommendations and research, one 
brand quickly stood apart – KOHLER Engines. 

Top: Willie Strange, co-owner, 
Eagle Rentals, Inc. 

Bottom: Eagle Rentals 
associates and a Simpson 
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Command PRO® CH395 
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and Anthony
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THE RELATIONSHIP BEGINS

Willie Strange met with the Kohler Engines team and learned 
about the company’s Rental Partner Program, which creates a 
direct relationship between rental yard owners – like Strange – and 
KOHLER® Engines central distributors. Through the program, rental 
yards can power their equipment with Kohler’s comprehensive 
range of gas and diesel engines, while receiving exclusive benefits 
to help extend equipment uptime, maximize a rental yard’s 
profitability and more. 

“The primary focus of our Rental Partner Program is simple,” says 
Scott Lee, product manager for KOHLER Engines. “We help rental 
yards by providing just what they need, exactly when they need it. 
Whether that’s a new engine, parts, information or expertise, our 
goal is a seamless partnership so rental yards save money while 
delivering the best possible rental experience to their customers.”

Specific benefits of the Kohler Engines Rental Partner Program 
include discounts on maintenance parts and engines; rebates for 
replacing competitive engines; online access to service literature, 
marketing materials, and illustrated parts lists; fast delivery; and 
freight rebates. Through the program, rental yards can also service 
their own fleets, perform warranty repairs, and receive expedited 
reimbursement on warranty parts and labor. 

“When I was ready to move forward with the Rental Partner 
Program, Kohler connected me with a distributor in my area – 
Waukesha-Pearce – and they’ve been a tremendous resource,” 
Strange says. “They’ve stood by us every step of the way and 
made the transition to KOHLER engines a very easy and enjoyable 
process. I wish I would have switched to Kohler much sooner. I 
highly recommend these engines to any rental yard looking for 
performance, durability and fuel efficiency – they’re the real deal.”

Travis with a Simpson Pressure 
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HAPPY CUSTOMERS, ONGOING SUPPORT 

Eagle Rentals has installed KOHLER® engines into an array of 
equipment including pressure washers, walk-behind trenchers, 
stump grinders, log splitters, and concrete saws. Customers have 
been pleased with engine performance, in particular noting how 
easy they are to start. 

“Our engines have to start quickly and easily,” Strange says. “We 
offer our customers a three-pull-start guarantee. If our equipment 
doesn’t start within three pulls, we ask them to call us right away. 
I’m happy to report that – since we switched to KOHLER engines- 
we haven’t gotten many calls. These engines start right up and 
work hard all day – and that’s exactly what we need to keep our 
customers happy.”

In addition to ensuring on-the-job performance for her customers, 
Strange also appreciates how the Kohler Engines Rental Partner 
Program helps her company control inventory. Through the 
program, Eagle Rentals can order and stock only needed parts 
and accessories, which helps streamline operations and reduce 
overall costs. 

Strange also taps into Kohler’s extensive service network. Her 
service technicians benefit from ongoing communication with the 
company and appreciate the troubleshooting techniques, engine 
service best practices, and other expertise the Kohler Engines 
team provides. 

“It’s been a real good partnership. What else can I say?” Strange 
says. “Kohler Engines has clearly taken the time to understand 
what rental yards need to run a strong operation, and they’re 
committed to our success. We appreciate what they’ve done for 
us and look forward to expanding the partnership.”

Top: Eagle Rentals Inc., Seguin, 
Texas

Bottom: a Simpson Pressure 
Washer with a KOHLER 
Command PRO® CH395
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ABOUT EAGLE RENTALS

Eagle Rentals, located in the greater San Antonio area, was 
founded by Willie Strange and her husband in 1993. Today, 
the company offers a full array of rental equipment to meet the 
specific needs of both general consumers and trade professionals. 
The company’s regular customer base includes homebuilders, 
electricians, landscape contractors, construction firms and more.  

About Kohler Engines

Kohler Engines was founded 
more than 90 years ago and 
has continually enhanced its 
product lineup in an effort to 
help make life easier and more 
profitable for end users around 
the globe. Kohler Engines, in 
collaboration with Lombardini, 
an engine company based 
in Italy, offers a full array of 
gaseous, gasoline and diesel 
engines – up to 74.5 hp – which 
are supplied to equipment 
manufacturers worldwide in the 
lawn and garden, commercial 
and industrial, and agricultural 
and construction markets. 


